Mike Hahn – hahnbytes@gmail.com

FateLogger
FateLogger.com is a CBT Thought Diary Android app, developed by a Java programmer with a serious
mental illness and over 10 years experience as a Delphi programmer. It consists in large part of 6
screens: year, month, week, day, feed, and event. The bottom half of the first 5 screens consists of an
event panel. When the user is entering text into an event, the year, month, week, and day panels are
hidden and the keyboard takes up roughly half of the bottom part of the screen. The event panel consists
of 3 columns of text: feelings, thoughts, and actions (behaviors). The feelings column is only 4 characters
wide. At the top of the event panel are 2 single lines for the primary actor, usually a person's name (may
be "self"), and the description. Tapping on the plus icons [+] next to the primary actor/description displays
the secondary actor(s), if any, or the rest of the description. Actors may or may not be contacts of the
current user. The FATE in FateLogger stands for Feelings, Actions, Thoughts, and Events.

Business Model
FateLogger is free for consumer/survivors (members), and costs $5 for friends, relatives, and health care
providers of the members. All of the profits are donated to CAMH. Version 2.0 of FateLogger can be
customized using a proprietary scripting language called Cooperscript. All users of Cooperscript, including
members who download customized versions of the app, must pay the $5 one-time fee normally charged
only to non-members. The names of all users who've paid the fee appear in purple, since they financially
support CAMH which has a purple logo. Hosting FateLogger.com costs money, since contact/event data
must be stored in a central database, so CAMH does not receive the full $5 every time a user pays that
one-time fee. Cooperscript is a stepping stone to a general purpose app creation tool for Android (apps on
the low end of complexity). The iOS version of FateLogger lacks Cooperscript support.

Navigation Commands
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Left/right swipe on top grid: next/previous
Left/right swipe on event panel: next/previous event
Tap on day in top grid: display current event in day tapped on
Tap on month in top grid: display current event in month tapped on
Swipe up on event panel: scroll down
Swipe up on top grid: display higher level top grid
Drag down actor name in full event screen: display top grid (day)
Drag up actor name when top grid is displayed: hide top grid (full event screen)
Tap on event in top grid (day): display that event
◦ Event consists of colored dot (RGBY) next to tag (short string of text)
Drag event in top grid (day): move it
Drag event in top grid (day) off screen: delete event

Event Attributes
•
•
•
•
•

Event dots are colored red, green, blue or yellow: negative, positive, neutral, both
Feeling score (4th letter in feelings column) is A thru E: most intense to least intense
Feeling score is red for negative feelings and green for positive feelings
Visibility scope: all contacts, one clan (see below), or private
Active/Passive switch: active events (and comments, if any) displayed in feeds of contacts
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Contacts
•
•
•
•
•

First Name
Last Name (abbreviated to an initial if desired)
Relationship: self, friend, mother, son, etc.
Gender (square, circle, triangle, blank): male, female, non-binary, unspecified
Actor (Y/N): current contact is just a primary or secondary actor, not a member of the contact list
of current user

Clans
•

Subsets of contacts of current user

Filters
•
•

•

•

•
•

Display only events not filtered out by current filter(s)
Contacts:
◦ All contacts
◦ Single clan
◦ Boolean expression of 2 or more clans: and, or, not
◦ Single contact
◦ Gender
Feelings:
◦ Positive or Negative
◦ Upper and Lower bound: A - E
◦ Feeling code (3 uppercase letters)
Thoughts/Actions:
◦ keywords (text-based indexed search)
◦ phrases: delimited with double quotes (")
Random (Y/N)
Active: events are broadcast to feeds of all contacts or a single clan, similar to Facebook posts

Day Panel
•
•
•

3 panels (top, middle, bottom): morning, afternoon, evening
Unlimited no. of events in each panel
Swipe left/right to horizontally scroll panels crowded with too many events

Week Panel
•
•
•

6 weekday panels (3 rows and 2 columns)
Lower right-hand (weekend) panel divided into 2 sub-panels: Saturday, Sunday
More than 3 events allowed in each weekday panel

Month and Year Panels
•
•
•

Only 3 events allowed in each day/month panel: red, blue, and green
Month panel has 5 rows and 7 columns: calendar format
Year panel has 4 rows and 3 columns: 12 months
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Event Editing
•
•
•

Continuation lines of multi-line thoughts/actions indented
Tapping in any of 3 columns of full event screen displays keyboard which takes up roughly half of
the bottom part of the screen
Pressing Enter starts a new thought/action line (not indented)

Random Chime
•
•
•
•

When enabled, a chime is sounded at random intervals, with an equal probability in each second
User-selectable begin/end times of day
User-selectable frequency, M times per hour: M is floating point, may be less than one, not
necessarily a whole number
User optionally enters an event, flagged as random, whenever the chime is heard

Why FateLogger is Cool
FateLogger is a highly ambitious Android app project, designed and implemented by a consumer/survivor
with only a modest amount of design input from mental health care professionals. I will tell 2 CAMH
employees about this website who are involved in the CBT group I am presently enrolled in, as well as my
psychiatrist who works for CAMH. Other CBT apps are designed by mental health care professionals who
often have to hire and pay implementers, so they skimp on hard-to-implement functionality in order to
save on development costs. Even if FateLogger is unsuccessful, I will hopefully have succeeded in
implementing Cooperscript, a scripting language and tool used for developing all sorts of Android apps on
the low end of the app complexity scale.

About CBT
CBT stands for Cognitive Behavioral Therapy, a type of psychotherapy which links thoughts, feelings, and
behaviors. At the time this project was first conceived, Mike the founder was in the middle of a 16-week
group CBT program at CAMH, which meets every Friday from 2 to 4 p.m.

About Me
I am Mike Hahn, the founder of FateLogger.com. I was previously employed at Brooklyn Computer
Systems as a Delphi Programmer and a Technical Writer (I worked there between 1996 and 2013). At the
end of 2014 I quit my job as a volunteer tutor at Fred Victor on Tuesday afternoons, where for 5 years I
taught math, computers, and literacy. I'm now a volunteer math/computer tutor at West Neighbourhood
House. My hobbies are reading quora.com questions/answers and the news at cbc.ca. About twice a year
I get together with my sister Cathy who lives in Victoria. She comes here or I go out there usually in the
summer. A few months prior to starting my FateLogger project I used to lie on the couch a lot, not being
very active. Now I'm busy most of the time. I visit my brother Dave once a month or so and I also visit my
friends Main and Steph once or twice a month. For 26 years I was depressed on and off (I'm a rapid
cycler), but it largely vanished after I started my FateLogger project.

Contact Info
Mike Hahn
Founder, FateLogger.com
515-2495 Dundas St. West
Toronto, ON M6P 1X4

Country: Canada
Phone: 416-533-4417
Email: hahnbytes (AT) gmail (DOT) com
Web: www.hahnbytes.com
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Sample Screenshot
AM

PM

PM>6

[+] Self
[+] Sample event description line
Emot

Thoughts

Actions

HPYF

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Top 3 panels contain event dots, each dot next to a label
Dot colors (red, green, blue, yellow): negative, positive, neutral, both
AM: Morning
PM: Afternoon
PM>6: Evening
Self: primary actor of current event, often name of another user
[+]: Click here to expand list or description
Bottom panel (3 columns) contains info for current event
Emot (emotion or feeling, 4 letters):
◦ Feeling code: 3 letters (HPY = happy)
◦ Grade (intensity): A - F (very intense - very mild)
◦ Grade in screenshot = F: very mild
◦ Grade is color coded: red = negative, green = positive
Actions column: same as behaviors
Secondary screens: week, month, year
◦ Top 3 panels merged into 1 panel
◦ Week: 3 rows x 2 columns, lower right-hand cell split in 2 for weekend
◦ Month: 5 rows x 7 columns, calendar format
◦ Year: 4 rows x 3 columns
Event feed:
◦ Tertiary screen
◦ Contains active event summaries in reverse chronological order
◦ All active events (as opposed to passive events) can be shared in feeds of contacts of current
user
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